Exhibit L – Reports of ‘Bee Stings’

Reports of targeted individuals on the topic of so-called ‘bee stings’

A ‘mirror’ of bee-stings from the film ‘AI: Artificial Intelligence’

“The ship is full of bees!” – from the Colbert Report’s ‘Tek Jansen’ cartoon series

Crawling with insects – a bee stings variation mirrored in the film ‘A Scanner Darkly’
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Victoria K.
My symptoms of harassment include… sudden onset of headaches that can last for more
than 10 hours at a time, bee sting attacks to the surface of my skin occurring
anywhere on my body, blurred vision, manipulation of body parts, muscle spasms, sleep
deprivation that has lasted for up to 5 consecutive days, extreme drop in your tracks
tiredness, loss of balance, loss of concentration, short term memory loss, dizziness, burns,
bloody nose, ringing/tinnitus in one or both ears, extreme itching, fake noises and noise
campaigns to induce stress and sleep loss, symptoms of heart attack, chest pain, burning
feet sensation, numbness of extremities. All of these symptoms can appear and disappear
without notice.
Besides the electronic harassment I have also experienced the following; appliances
turning on and off, traffic light manipulation, missing personal items, damaged clothing,
unexplained problems with email/computer, damage to my vehicle, damaged clothing,
missing personal items, missing mail, street lights/building lights going out as I walk
beneath them, street theater-organized stunts conducted by people to further induce
anxiety, isolation and stress.

Eleanor W.
10-11 pm is the worst time for me to listen, because in a normal night, that hour is one of
the best hours to get a little sleep for me. After midnight, the perps start their nightly
unquenchable itching, bee stings, involuntary limb thrashing, electronic caffeine, and
other sleep disruptions and that continue until first light.

__sn2202@yahoo.com
… with pin-point accuracy in their pin-prick sensitivity testing they do to us with "bee
stings" they torture us with! What a concept!!

__irinlin@yahoo.com
"Bee stings" was a term coined by someone (perhaps Eleanor?) to describe the feeling or
sensation of this particular type of attack.
I use it because it is quick, descriptive and convenient.
I wasn't the originator - first time I saw that term was on [mcforums].
My original term was "hot needles deep in the flesh."

Julianne M.
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Have you noticed that, if you've been getting "bee stings" in your home, you get the
same thing when you leave your house? Or extreme pain in a given part of your anatomy,
recurrently induced when you leave your home?

__sanga@paradisetime.com
Then if that doesn't work come the pin prick to bee sting "shocks" to my head, shoulders
and body...
I usually end up calling them everything but human and damning them
to hell right here on earth if I ever get my hands on them....!

__fcbrfcbrfc@yahoo.com
Hi guys, as I start to write this I am getting the same old - same
old, toothache, chronic stomach pain etc. Bee stinging my eyes, why?,
we know what they are, slaves to their sadistic addiction of ridicule
and mind rape.

__eanor@raven1.net
All I personally have is a closet full of sabotaged possessions.
I have no way to prove my 25 years of sleep deprivation and
fatigue attacks, memory erasure, wild limb manipulation, object
manipulation, vibrations, electronic bee stings and so forth.

Kev
I made this decision 2 days ago, since then they have been constantly giving me pain,
toothache and the usual shocks, tremors and bee stings in the face. I find that I can cope
better with the pain but I would like to know does anyone know any good ways of
shutting the voices out, i.e I play music and they seem to shut up or I can drown them out
sort of.

Eleanor W.
Then describe the other "odd effects" such as flailing
of limbs, anomalous nudging of limbs doing delicate or
messy work, powerful vibration in body parts and
nearby objects. Or bee stings and unquenchable
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itching which can only be stopped by raking your
skin down to blood, and for which there is no rash,
and often worst when you are trying to sleep.

Susan S.
I still experience occasional v2k, some sleep deprivation, the 'bee sting' kind of itching
on my skin and occasional street theater. But I have learned to manage it much better
now, and I know how to keep it at a minimum.
Perhaps I will never know what exactly took place that stole a huge chunk of my life
away from me, but I will always search for those answers on my own. However, if they
are not appreciated on this forum, or by individual TIs that I communicate with, then I
will discontinue posting and just carry on my research privately.

__sanga@bwisk.net
The bee stings are a -itch! I got hit quite a few times a day initially,
now much less...I was such a nervous wreck I had nearly lethal nose bleeds
and had to be hospitalized with off the wall high blood pressure because of stress...
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